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Aquamarine Wall Sconce;
Aquamarine’s smooth, iregular petals
of Vintage Polished Brass and
alabaster are placed slightly askew
for a layered look.

Budapest Wall Sconce; Budapest’s
treaded, track-like alabaster detailing
gives this artful sconce an edge.
When lit, the striking alabaster
creates a warm glow to complement
the Vintage Brass metal.

Cobalt Wall Sconce; This simple
sconce shape features an opal
glossy globe resting within an
Alabaster disc. The Alabaster picks
up the light from the globe, casting a
gentle glow on the wall behind.

Coralie Pendant; Layers of petal-like
shapes, first in Vintage Gold Leaf
then in capiz shell, create a stunning
cascading effect that feels both
natural and sophisticated.

Freesia Wall Sconce; A series of
abstract, angular shapes come
together to create this eye-catching
sconce that plays with shape, light
and form. 

Hamel Flush Mount; Mixing materials
and playing with shapes, Hamel
places a metal disc shade in front of
a natural stone backplate. Available
as a sconce or a flush mount in two
different sizes.

Marietta Wall Sconce; Marietta has
an overall soft, organic style that is
enhanced by the globe’s irregular
shape. The Vintage Brass backplate
+ shadecap are a perfect choice to
pair with opal glass.

Tourlamine Wall Sconce; The Vintage
Gold Leaf finish adds a soft shine
and depth to the design. A white linen
half-shade not only radiates a soft
glow, it also hides the backplate.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tfCXAMy25_ECIKFDQ2SAIij_RBJulFGE?usp=sharing
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Sophisticated-chic lighting – without the compromise. Our superior quality, luxury lighting transforms its space within the home into a stunning
focal point. Corbett makes high-designed statement pieces readily available to bold clients.
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